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ABSTRACT — The study aims to know the degree of social media contribution regarding to strength of digital citizenship meaning from the viewpoint of female students at Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University in Riyadh. In order to achieve the aim of the study, The researcher used the survey descriptive method to answer study questions. The tool of this study was a questionnaire, and the society of the study was the girl students of Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University in Riyadh understand. This study applied on 100 student and its top results were: The Snap Chat site contribute to strength of digital citizenship meaning as the girl students of Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University in Riyadh understand. The Twitter site contribute to strength of digital citizenship meaning as the girl students of Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University in Riyadh understand. The Snap cat and Twitter sites have added technology skills to students such as publishing quickly, Expression, Freedom to express an opinion, and communicate quickly with all over the world. The Snap Chat and Twitter have not digital security feature in terms of positioning, ease of penetration and save the private clips. Based on the study recommends Using Snap Chat and Twitter to strength of digital citizenship meaning for the girl students. And Benefit from using the mentioned websites to increase the technology lecture within university society.
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